Abstract-Based on the wind farm operating data of acquisition and analysis in real-time, analyzing the regional relativity and output volatility of wind power situation. Through the cooperation of the regional relativity and output volatility, we can know the relationship of the regional relativity and output volatility. The relationship of the regional relativity and output volatility could be used in dispatching management to support the professional management of new energy grid scheduling. That can support useful information for wind priority scheduling and strengthen the advancement of wind power net and priority consumptive.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wind power is clean and renewable green energy with abundant reserves, which makes wind power the most suiTable renewable energy to be large-scale developed and commercial operated [1] . As wind power installed capacity grows and wind farms expand their scale, wind power causes more and more important influence on power system [2] . The randomness and volatility of wind power bring load and challenges for power system peak shaving. However, though thermal power is relatively sTable, the pollutant brought by thermal power seriously affects environment, which violates the principle of priority consume clean energy. Therefore, how to improve the utilization of wind power is still one of the most important research priorities.
Wind resource distribution would make the output volatility of large-scale wind power less than the summation of corresponding numbers of individual wind turbine, which is called Smoothing Effect [4] . The geography adjacent wind farms would have similar valley-peak output change trend, and this phenomenon is called correlation. Those are two opposition but unity aspects of wind power fluctuation characteristics. The stronger the correlation the worse the complementarity and the Smoothing Effect would not be satisfying. Otherwise the Smoothing Effect would be better. Therefore smoothing effect and correlation are the main exemplifications of wind power volatility that has been widely studied. On aspect of time domain, literature [3] [4] analyzed the statistical data of wind power output and described wind power volatility and change trend in different spatial and temporal scales of Inner Mongolia in detail based on the. Literature [5] respectively did qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation of wind power output features in Northeast China, Gansu and Coastal Areas in Jiangsu. Only few literatures include corresponding models. Literature [6] built output power curve model based on measured data of wind power. Literature [7] uses normal distribution model of wind power output change rate. Literature [8] built an exponential model between wind power output correlation coefficient and the distance between wind farms. Literature [9] used Fourier decomposition method to analyze how the volatility of an individual wind turbine output influences overall output of the wind farm. Though researches on frequency domain could analyze the impact of wind turbine output volatility on overall output by building models, the research scales are generally limited in single wind farm and involve complicated deduction and calculation, which makes them not practical enough for engineering application. This paper analyzes large amounts of measured data and combines Hypothesis Testing methods to build a parametric fitting model that could describe wind power output Smoothing Effect and correlation. Frist, use data testing to provide that the normal distribution model is not reasonable for wind power output changing rate. Then build a two-component one-dimensional Gaussian mixture model for wind power output changing rate probability distributions and analyzed the law that the parameters of the model influenced by wind power scale. Based on this model, this paper defined the confidence interval, smoothing coefficient and relevant coefficient for wind power changing. At last this paper deduced the relationship between large-scale wind power smoothing coefficient and relevant coefficient, and build corresponding models based on measured data. This research has guiding significance for generating wind power cluster test data and provide statistical model reference for large-scale wind power grid connection analysis.
II. WIND POWER OPERATION ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION MODEL
Wind power grid connection power grows with the increasing of wind power installed capacity. However, the abandoned wind power is also increasing, which mean big waste of clean energy and corresponding investment. Therefore, environment conflicts are exacerbated and good energy-saving effect is hard to achieve. This paper researches on evaluation model for wind power operation statue and analyze the volatility, correlation, output rate, units' effective utilization hour and forecasting hours. The framework of this paper is shown in Figure I .
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FIGURE I. FRAMEWORK OF WIND POWER OPERATION ANALYZE AND EVALUATION MODEL

A. Probability Distribution Model of Wind Power Rapidly
Volatility Building probability distribution model of wind power changing rate is the foundation of analyzing wind power Smoothing Effect and correlation. Define wind power changing rate R P as equation (1).
Wherein,
 
P t is the total output of all wind turbines at time t; N P is the total rated installed capacity.
Many literatures assume the probability distribution of the changing rate R P follows a normal distribution. However, by data simulation testing it could be found that the accuracy of the model is not satisfying under some conditions. Therefore, this paper introduces Gaussian model to improve the accuracy of the probability distribution model. The probability distribution model of Gaussian mixture model [17] is the weighted summation of serval Gaussian probability distribution models. This paper chooses one-diamonded Gaussian mixture model, as equation (2) and equation (3) .
The fitting function is equation (4) and i  is the weight
When the number of wind turbines changes, the above model could also get satisfying fitting results. The fitted parameters are list in Table I . According to Table 1 , for the two components, one has large variance and another has small variance. This phenomenon shows that the probability distribution would generate two components while the output power changing. One of the components shows rapid decay and the other shows slow decay, this also provides the probability is different from normal distribution. Logarithmic the fitted standard deviations and wind turbine number to get the relationship Figure, Figure II , the two standard deviations show power function decays when wind turbine number increase, which reflects that second level wind power output volatility would decrease as wind farm scale expand. It can be supposed that when wind farm scale reaches a certain level, the probability distribution with smaller standard deviation would attenuate rapidly and approaches normal distribution. In this condition, if the number of wind turbine is large, normal distribution is reasonable to be used to describe the probability distribution.
B. Large-scale Wind Power Output Volatility Modeling and
Analyzing Large-scale cluster grid connection is the main developing mode of wind power in China. Large-scale wind power cluster generally crosses 100 kilometers to 500 kilometers and controlled by the secondary power FM of the corresponding regional power grid. Therefore, regional power grid puts more attention on minute level power volatility law of large-scale wind power cluster. This paper chooses the measured data of five-minute-interval wind power output in serval provinces of north China to do simulation. According to simulation results, it could be provided that Gaussian mixture model is also fit for second level wind power cluster output volatility analysis, and the specific parameters would be different for different time and space scale. Using normal distribution and two-component Gaussian mixture model to simulate single or multiple wind farms output power changing rate probability distribution, and the fitting deviations are list in Table II and Table III. According to Table 2 and Table 3 , fitting deviation of Gaussian mixture model is much less than that of normal distribution, which verified that the model put forward by this paper has better accuracy. On the other hand, for a same time scale, when using normal distribution model, multiple wind farm output fitting deviation is obviously less than single wind farm output fitting deviation. The overall output fitting deviation is less than the fitting deviation summation of corresponding number of single wind farm, which means multiple wind farm output changing rate is more close to normal distribution.
Obviously, when Gaussian mixture model variances of the two components gradually getting close or the weight of one component is approaching zero, two-component one dimensional Gaussian model would degenerate into normal distribution. Combining this law, and comparing the fitting parameters in Table IV and Table V In summary, when wind farm is in small scale, two-component one dimensional Gaussian model I needed to accurately describe wind power output changing rate. But with wind farm scale expanding, the probability distribution would gradually approach normal distribution.
III. WIND POWER OUTPUT CORRELATION STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A. Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis analyzes two of serval variables to measure the degree of correlation between the variables. Correlation analysis requires the variables has certain correlation or probability. Correlation coefficient can reflect the degree of correlation between the variables [3] . The correlation coefficient |r| = 0 means the variables do not have correlation;  0<|r| 0.3 means the correlation is weak;  0.3<|r| 0.5 means the correlation is not significant;  0.5<|r| 0.8 means the correlation is significant; 0.8<|r|<1 means the variables are highly correlated; |r|=1 means the variable are fully correlated. Correlation is not causation ore simple personalize. The scope and domain of correlation almost covers all aspects of human's life. The definitions of correlation vary greatly in different subjects. The definition of correlation could be equation (5) or (6) .
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B. Regional Correlation Analysis of Wind Farm Output
Regional correlation analysis of direct transfer wind farms in Northern Hebei could be deduced based on equation (6), as equation (7).
Wherein i is the output time index; x and y is wind farm.
This paper chooses measured data of direct transfer wind farms in Northern Hebei as basic data. The statistical analysis shows the main factor that influence regional correlation in a certain time period is geographical location.
C. Wind Farm Output Volatility Statistic
Wind resource is uncontrollable, and wind power output statue is determined by wind velocity. The unstable and intermittent make wind power output has the same characteristics, which would influence power system stable operation. Voltage fluctuations and flash edge are the main reasons that bring negative impact to power system [4] .
The volatility of wind power output is mainly influenced by climate, weather, terrain and other uncontrollable natural factors. Wind power has low credit density and distributed in a wide range of space. Wind turbine has its particular operation and control characteristic. Currently, those two aspects make most of the wind turbines do not have the capability of inhibit power fluctuations [5] . Wind power output volatility mainly influences on power system planning. The volatility would make flow distribution more complex, the unstable factors would bring attack to the original power system operation mode. As wind power scale expands, wind power would influence on power system, and also influence wind farm location. For example, if wind power installed capacity counts 20% or more of the grid capacity, the peaking shaving capability and safe operation would face great challenge. Therefore, from the aspect of system operation, wind farm output volatility would influence the injecting trend and scheduling scheme.
Based on the measured daily operation data of the direct transfer wind farms in Northern Hebei, this paper uses the following equations to do statistical analysis.
Fifty-minute volatility:
Five-minute volatility:
One-minute volatility:
IV.
LARGE-SCALE WIND POWER OUTPUT SMOOTHING EFFECT AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS
A. Wind Power Smoothing Effect Analysis
To measure the Smoothing Effect of large-scale wind power, this paper defines the smoothing coefficient S, which takes the global and local volatility characteristics into consideration.
Definition 1, using the relative change value of sequence standard deviation of non-dimensional individual wind turbine output [12] and overall standard deviation to measure S, as equation (11).
The above definition is simple, intuitional and easy to be understood, which is suit for a fitted time scale. It can be used to compare smoothing effect under different time scale, but not suit for evaluate smoothing effects. It could be provide mathematically that using the average value of wind power output to gain data of long time scale cannot avoid new sequence's standard deviation increasing, which would cover the data's own law. To compare the changing laws of the smoothing effect under different time scale, this paper introduces definition 2.
Definition 2, using the relative change value of the volatility confidence interval to measure S. 
Definition 2 describes the relative difference between the volatilities of single wind farm and cluster wind farm under the same cumulated probability, which is an indictor based on probability distribution. Definition 2 has good consistency for different time scale smoothing effect. The smaller the smoothing coefficient, the worse the improving effect.
This paper chooses measured data of 7 wind farms in north China, which are nearby to each other, as the basic data, and the simulation result is list in Table VI . As time scale expand, the correlation between increases, the smoothing effect of cluster output decreases and the smoothing coefficient decreases. 
B. Wind Power Smoothing Effect and Correlation Analysis
Based on the measured data of a cluster wind farm in north China, this paper calculated the relationship coefficients according to equation (9). Wherein, the output sequences of two wind farms are regarded as random variables X and Y. Calculating the smoothing coefficient S, defined by standard deviation, and gain the scatterplot as Figure III . In summary, when wind farm number increases, the overall volatility would be weaken in vary degrees. When the correlation of wind farm output is big, this weaken effect would be small.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the measured wind power output data, this paper combined statistical analysis and fitting methods to study wind power output volatility characteristics under different time sale and space scale. According to the simulation result, the following conclusions could be obtained.
1) The probability distribution of single or cluster wind farm output volatility changing rate do not strictly obey normal distribution. The simulation results show two-component one-dimensional Gaussian mixture model could improve the fitting accuracy. But with wind farm scale expanding, the probability distribution would approach normal distribution. Therefore, when accuracy requirement is not high, large scale wind farm output volatility could also use normal distribution to describe its changing probability distribution.
2) This paper defined the smoothing coefficient that determined by the relative change value of the volatility confidence interval, which can be used to measure wind power output volatility changing law. As the number of wind farm increases, the smoothing coefficient shows an exponential decay, but till determined by wind velocity, wind turbine type, wind turbine control strategy and other factors. The power function could describe the quantitative relationship between wind power output and the number of wind turbine or wind farm, which can be a good prosthesis for simple qualitative analysis in the existing researches.
3) According to correlation data and wind power output volatility data, when regional correlation less than 0.1 the output curves of the two farms do not have obvious trend relationship. When the regional correlation come to 0.6, the output volatility curve of the two farms would almost keep the same, and when it achieves 1 the curve almost keep full consistent trend. Therefore, the regional correlation and volatility show a positive relationship.
